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Summary 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of this work we have 

reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 29 properties owned by 

Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. 

We have been looking for conditions which would make practical everyday journeys on foot 

and by bicycle realistic, safe, and pleasant, assuming that most people would need to reach 

workplaces, schools, public transport, shops and supermarkets as a minimum. 

This document reports on common themes that have emerged during our assessments in a 

variety of locations across the country.  

These themes include issues with: 

• footway quality; 

• parking; 

• vehicle focused junctions; 

• uncrossable roads; 

• wider barriers and the issues which result around them; 

• facilities directed at vehicle users; 

• streets which are generally unwelcoming for walking and cycling; 

• cycle routes. 

However, we also report on observing good practice and development around: 

• closing street ends; 

• pedestrian paths; 

• streets improved for pedestrians; 

• cycling on traffic free paths; 

• cycle parking. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of this work we have 

reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 29 properties owned by 

Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. All these sites are receiving grants to improve 

conditions for cycling or walking. 

Individual assessments focused on the likely experiences of people residing in each of the 

properties of interest, but most of what we learned applies equally to the wider 

neighbourhood. Properties varied considerably, with some being small buildings for one or 

two families and others being tower blocks or groups of tower blocks housing a large number 

of residents. For simplicity, we write about ‘the properties’ throughout this report.  

We have identified several recurring themes, some which we anticipated and others which 

were only discovered through visiting and studying conditions on site. The main purpose of 

this report is to describe these recurring themes, which together begin to illustrate wider 

current conditions for walking and cycling. 

Background 
In this work we wanted to know about the quality of conditions for walking and cycling, and to 

understand whether everyday journeys on foot and by bicycle were likely to be realistic, safe, 

and pleasant. Before beginning our assessments, we made decisions about what we would 

regard as ‘good’ conditions for walking and cycling.  

For details, please refer to the document “Walking and Cycling Audits for Registered Social 

Landlords 2019-20: What does good look like?” Key points from this document are: 

• Good urban environments for walking, cycling, and living have a sense of place. It is 

possible to reach destinations which are important for daily life by walking or cycling 

to them through places which are themselves good for walking and cycling.  

• Good conditions for all pedestrians (including those using mobility aids) work for 

everyone, young or old, and irrespective of disability.  

• Good conditions for cycling should be judged against what would be required for 

cycling to be a normal everyday method of transport, undertaken as part of daily life 

by a very wide range of people and a large proportion of the community. 

We assumed that from home most people would need to reach workplaces, schools, public 

transport, shops, and supermarkets as a minimum, and so we worked to assess journeys to 

these locations. 

We developed a methodology, which has provided a consistent approach across the 

assessments at different locations. For details, please refer to the document: Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is strongly recommended that the individual audit reports be checked with local residents, 

who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where they live. 
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It is well accepted that the design, building and management of streets in Scotland’s towns 

and cities has for a long time focused on moving motorised vehicles, rather than 

encouraging walking and cycling. There are now policies and interventions across Scotland 

dedicated to changing this, but our work centred on the conditions that currently exist rather 

than any promised future situation. 

For example, the presence of the M8 in the middle of Glasgow undeniably creates a barrier 

to walking and cycling, disconnecting communities on one side from facilities on the other. In 

assessing conditions for walking and cycling here our work does not consider any potential 

wider benefits brought by the M8, but reports simply on the effect this road has on the lives 

of people who walk and cycle nearby. Nor have we written at any length about the plans, 

which we know exist, to better connect communities here. 

It might be casually assumed that walking and cycling is more challenging in areas where 

housing associations operate – and that this would point to questions about these specific 

environments. However, what we have seen are difficult conditions for walking and cycling in 

all sorts of different places – not just those immediately surrounding the properties. Overall, 

we think this might point to a different question, which is about the comparative 

disadvantage when some communities have much greater access to private vehicles than 

others. Extending this question we also wonder whether those with greater access to private 

vehicles are more likely to drive through the areas inhabited by those with less access 

(rather than the other way around).  

Report structure 
In the following two sections, this report discusses:  

• the common themes we have written about when reporting on issues making walking 

and cycling more difficult 

• some of the good practice we have found to be more common. 
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Common themes 
This section of the report outlines the issues we have seen in areas around many of the 

properties. 

1. Footway Quality  
 

We found that issues related to footway quality are common and varied. Note that in this 

report we use the term ’footway’ for what is commonly known as ‘the pavement’ in order to 

avoid confusion with the technical use of the word ‘pavement’ referring to surface material.  

Footway surfaces were often uneven. Poor footway surfaces put many people with 

disabilities at a serious disadvantage. We would highlight that there are examples of good 

footway quality management in some other countries.  

Minor entrances for vehicle movement often divide footways into shorter sections, even 

where vehicle access looked likely to be extremely rare.  

Crossfall (sideways slope toward the carriageway) on footway is often used to facilitate 

vehicle access to private land over the footway, even when this is only required very rarely, 

prioritising this over the provision of a more level surface for walking. While minor crossfall 

can be necessary for drainage, more extreme slopes can cause major difficulties for a wide 

range of footway users, and to everyone once conditions are icy. 

In other countries (notably the Netherlands) lengths of footway are less often broken for 

vehicle access. Where this means that vehicle access is needed over the footway, even to 

small side roads, standard practice is that the footways are constructed level. It is expected 

that modern vehicles can slowly mount a standardised short steep ramp to footway height. 

These ramps are constructed with special kerb units, which have also recently become 

available in the UK.  

 

  
 

1: Poor surfaces disadvantage many 
disabled people. 

 
2: Footway crossfall (sideways slope) at 

private driveways to facilitate vehicle 
access, disadvantaging pedestrians. 
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2. Parking 
 

There were frequent examples of footways near properties which were partially or 

completely blocked by parked vehicles.  

We note that recent legislation should mean that such parking becomes rarer. 

In our observations we saw many quieter streets which might have much better supported 

walking and cycling had they not been dominated by parked vehicles.  

It was rare to see quiet streets designed specifically to protect pedestrian movement, or to 

encourage wider street life. It often felt like parking was permitted to fill every available 

space, except for a bare minimum of footway area or key turning space near junctions.  

We note that street designs can have a focus on pedestrian movement and wellbeing, while 

still allowing for parked vehicles. We occasionally saw streets designed to this effect. 

            

  
 

3: Parking blocking footway in quiet 
residential street 

 
4: Parking on/blocking footway outside 

tower blocks 
 

  

3. Vehicle focused junctions  
 

We found that tactile paving and dropped kerbs (or an equivalent) remain uncommon in 

many areas. They can be seen on some more prominent streets, but they are very often 

absent on residential streets. 

Where dropped kerbs were provided, we saw a wide range of issues with quality. Notably, it 

was common to find that the join between kerb and carriageway was not flush, with 

significant upstand remaining.  

Other common problems result from the customary practice of placing kerbs in a gently 

swept curve aimed at supporting vehicle speed and the movement of occasional large 

vehicles. The issues caused by this practice are well known and are highlighted, for 

example, in the national policy statement ‘Designing Streets’. 
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Where dropped kerbs are provided in combination with these gently swept kerbs they tend to 

provide access at a wide section of carriageway. The kerb and ramp are commonly not at 

right angles to the crossing line. This makes their negotiation difficult for many, including 

those using a wheelchair, and people with a visual impairment can find it much more 

challenging to judge the correct crossing line (despite supportive details on tactile paving).  

A very common issue is that only limited pedestrian movements are supported at T 

junctions, even on quiet residential streets. Sometimes corners (at the side road) are kept 

clear of parking in order to facilitate vehicle movement, and occasionally dropped kerbs are 

also provided to support movement across the secondary road. However we saw little 

recognition that pedestrians may need to access the third section of footway. It is common 

that pedestrians making doing so must find a route between parked vehicles, and that they 

cannot access any dropped kerb. 

It was rare to find situations where high-quality crossing points (with flush even surfaces) 

were provided at regular, suitable points on streets throughout a wider area. 

We observed few locations where the needs of pedestrians were prioritised over the wish to 

maximise space for vehicle movement. We see that it is common for pedestrians, when 

crossing streets where parking is allowed, to have to walk a substantial distance into the 

carriageway before they can see clearly enough to cross. 

We are aware of other countries, most obviously the Netherlands, where it is standard for 

residential areas to be designed to prevent motorised through traffic. This allows the 

prioritisation of pedestrian movement within the area, for example at junctions of residential 

streets by:  

• narrowing carriageway so that no space is available for parking, and so that only a 

very reduced carriageway width must be crossed 

• re-designing the carriageway path, and removing priority markings, so that no vehicle 

route through such a junction has priority over any other (strongly slowing vehicles) 

• raising the carriageway to footway height here so that crossing in all directions is 

facilitated.  

  
 

5: Pedestrian needs ignored. Crossing of 
carriageway space is exposed (even though 

parking on the side road narrows the 
carriageway so only one vehicle can move 

at a time). 

  
6: Carriageway narrowed, as marked with 
red lines would, mean pedestrians able to 

see around parked vehicles (without loss of 
capacity for movement in street).  
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4. Uncrossable roads 
 

We found that it is common for residential areas to be surrounded or sub-divided by roads 

designed and managed entirely for traffic movement. These roads can form a barrier to 

pedestrians and people cycling because of how difficult they are to cross, and particularly for 

children, people with sight loss or other disabilities, those who walk slowly, or those unable 

to predict traffic movement. 

Such roads can be obvious dual-carriageways or ‘A’ roads, but there were also many less 

obvious roads which had this kind of character. Sometimes even individual roads within a 

residential area can have this character, being effectively ‘crossable’ for some, but 

‘uncrossable’ for others. 

Sometimes the problems are also more subtle. Vehicle-focused roads with residential 

properties set back from the carriageway, or where such property is absent completely, can 

be places which feel isolated after dark. Crossing the areas they define, even if traffic is 

quiet, can feel unwelcoming.  

We found places where crossing barriers are more extreme, with passage on foot or by 

bicycle only possible via a small number of bridges or underpasses, or not possible at all. 

For example, the small residential town of Erskine is bisected by the A726 and by the wider 

urban design which keeps people away from the road. In some ways, the division is so 

effective that it becomes difficult to consider Erskine to be one town. In Glasgow many of the 

properties we visited had a motorway or other major trunk road nearby, causing severance 

and making journeys difficult and unwelcoming.  

 

 
 

 
7, Erskine. Uncrossable roads in red. 

Crossing points (mostly bridges/underpasses) 
in green. Built up areas in purple.. 

 
8. Garscube Road, Glasgow. Wide busy 
straight carriageway carrying vehicles at 

speed, footways not overlooked.  
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5. Wider barriers, and key passage points 
 

Green space can be a significant asset to an area. However many people will avoid areas 

that have large open spaces or dense trees after dark. 

Large industrial areas create barriers too. In some cases movement is blocked for everyone, 

perhaps by large private sites, but the situation can also be more subtle. Even where routes 

through an area exist in theory its industrial nature can mean that lengthy parts of a journey 

feel isolated and unwelcoming, even in daylight. Journeys on foot and by bicycle through 

these areas can feel actively threatening after dark. 

There were also longer linear barriers around some of the areas we visited. Railways, 

canals, and rivers can provide uncrossable barriers to movement, with bridges or tunnels 

only available in a small number of places. 

The existence of some of these barriers may be inevitable, but this work showed that their 

presence means that passage on foot and by bike ends up relying on certain key points in 

the street network. In many cases these same passage points are also important for 

motorised traffic. Usually places in the road network which are important for vehicle use are 

designed to prioritise this. The combination of these factors means that that access to and 

from a whole area becomes problematic or unpleasant on foot and by bicycle.  

This questions the common assumption that networks of quiet streets will be available for 

people to use if they want to do so. It also points to value of improving conditions at these 

key passage points, whether or not they are seen to be part of a cycling or walking route. 

The locations of some of these key passage points can be obvious, but others only became 

so after a more detailed assessment. 

In many areas the combination of the original barriers, and the vehicle-focused character of 

these key passage points very seriously undermine the practicality or attractiveness of 

walking and cycling. 

 

  
 

9. Clarence Drive (Glasgow) offers a rare 
crossing point of this railway. The next 
nearest (excepting a station bridge) are 

0.8km south or 1km northwest, . 

 
10. This tunnel on Possil Road provides the 
only street level crossing (east-west) of 2km 

of canal stretching north from the M8 in 
Glasgow. 
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6. Vehicle focused facilities 
 

We saw that a frequent problem was that key facilities like large supermarkets and retail 

parks are targeted at vehicle users, but with access essential for everybody.  

It seems reasonable to assume (although we haven’t researched the theory) that this 

situation is self-reinforcing: In areas where more people drive, larger facilities are targeted at 

these people, drawing trade from smaller local establishments. These are built in places 

chosen to ease arrival by car and are surrounded by car parking spaces and roads built for 

efficient vehicle access. Together, these factors discourage access for pedestrians and by 

bicycle, thus encouraging further car use and therefore further development of this nature.  

For residents of many of the properties everyday journeys to buy food must be to these more 

distant shops and supermarkets, which are outside the immediate residential area and which 

are difficult to access, so that everyday cycling and walking become unwelcoming options.  

  
 

11. Only route to nearest supermarket (built 
for access from this road), 250m on foot, 

alongside dual carriageway (no access by 
bicycle). Port Glasgow. 

 
12. The pedestrian route to large shopping 
centre at edge of densely populated area of  
Leith, Edinburgh, past a large car park, with 
unsupported crossing of a roundabout exit. 

 

7. Generally unwelcoming streets  
 

Looking beyond more specific problems we also found that the general character of streets 

in an individual location could be unwelcoming for walking and cycling. 

To complete the kinds of practical journey we were interested in pedestrians sometimes 

must walk along roads that have been designed and built primarily fast vehicles, with noise 

and large vehicles passing unpleasantly close, resulting spray or splashed water in wet 

conditions. We also saw many places where key roads had been built to be quite separate 

from surrounding residential property – aiming to keep people and traffic apart. However the 

result is that important pedestrian routes which rely on these roads become relatively 

isolated, and potentially very unwelcoming at night. The lack of features of human interest on 

many vehicle-focused roads also seems important, with pedestrian journeys becoming 

significantly less pleasant simply through the monotony of walking here. 
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We concluded that conditions for cycling can vary significantly from street to street even 

within residential areas. Although relatively rare, there are streets which are genuinely quiet 

enough so that most people would consider it safe to cycle there. However nearby streets 

could feel significantly less welcoming due to a complex interplay of factors. We think that 

this unpredictability is probably a barrier in itself, with it taking practice and prior knowledge 

to know which streets will feel more welcoming. 

We noted that conditions are determined by more than just the volume of traffic a street 

carries. A quiet street might still allow vehicles to be driven quickly, or it might have double 

parking, or poor sight lines, or people who are driving intent on negotiating passage with one 

another rather than paying attention to more vulnerable users.  

Where quiet streets suitable for cycling meet busier roads two further challenges commonly 

appear:  

• Where this creates a crossroads, the street design can mean that people on bicycles 

need to take an assertive position in an open and exposed area of carriageway 

beside the busy road as they wait to cross.  

• Quiet streets often do not meet larger roads at a crossroads, and any onward journey 

by bicycle involves at least some distance travelled on the busier carriageway. It 

seems clear that street networks have sometimes been built to avoid crossroads in 

order to facilitate vehicle flow, creating this disadvantage as a result.  

We found places where the topography of an area is a significant factor for those walking 

and cycling. In broad terms, we observed that roads in these locations tend to become more 

developed where they lie along the less steep routes. This means that anyone wanting to 

stick to quiet roads has only steeper streets to choose from. 

Where streets have been closed for through traffic (often at one end), we noticed that it was 

rare for cycling to have been fully accommodated. Full height kerbs were often present, 

lacking any proper ramp. Even if access was easier, there was often no clear route for 

cycling in what had become a pedestrian space. With the absence of any well-designed 

support for cycling, we saw passage often blocked in other ways, such as by parked vehicles 

or waste bins.  

  
 

13. Even what look initially like quiet streets 
can be very unwelcoming for cycling, with 

complex conditions and very poor surfaces  

 
14. Route to main bus stop from key 

housing area, dominated by vehicle use. 
Greenock. 
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8. Issues with existing cycle routes 
 

In some locations maps suggested that signed cycle routes existed near a property. Often 

we discovered the quality or accessibility of such cycle routes was compromised, particularly 

for utility journeys. 

Poor signage was a frequent problem. Often signage was insufficient for someone to follow 

the route only using this to provide directions. This was particularly true where the route was 

made up of a complex set of quiet streets.  

Routes were often convoluted, sticking only to quieter streets or such other paths as 

happened to be available. However even these routes often used sections of busier 

carriageway to bridge gaps, resulting in conditions well below the standard we thought would 

be required for a large proportion of people to feel that they were safe or inviting. 

We found some longer, traffic-free routes in certain areas, usually based on paths in larger 

parks, canal towpaths, and along the routes of old railway lines. In places some of these 

took users in a direction which could be useful for daily utility trips. However commonly they 

provided routes of more use for leisure purposes, being aligned in the wrong direction, or 

taking users through environments which might feel unwelcoming after dark.  

In locations where such useful, identifiable, traffic-free routes for cycling existed (with or 

without signage), access was sometimes convoluted, or it involved steps, or was only 

possible by using busier streets.  

We conclude that it is possible that many of the cycle routes we inspected are most useful 

for leisure purposes, and in providing some limited support to people whose journeys also 

involve much less welcoming conditions. Such users may be prepared to use limited 

signage, perhaps aided by the inspection of mapping, to add to their exploration of an area. 

They may find short sections of traffic-free path aid summertime commuting journeys, with 

them returning to bigger streets for large parts of a journey or in winter.  

 

  
 

15. Greenock area, main cycle route, with 
this access 500m uphill from property, 

unwelcoming at night, to route which mainly 
bypasses town on old railway land 300m 

further uphill. 

 
16. Edinburgh, signed local cycling route in 
park, unwelcoming at night, designed for 

pedestrian usage. 
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Examples of good 
practice 
This section lists some of the more positive aspects of the environment for walking and 

cycling, which we have observed at locations near the properties. These might not be 

unusual, but it seems important to notice them. 

1. Street closures to through traffic 
 

In a few locations near the properties we found that traffic was controlled by blocking off 

vehicle access to an individual residential street, usually at one end of the street. At some 

locations it seemed clear that this intervention had been to support the operation of a 

junction, or to improve vehicle flow on a bigger road, but the effects of traffic reduction in 

supporting pedestrians and people cycling were important nonetheless. 

Examples      

At its junction with St Andrews Road/Drive, the end of Shields Road in Glasgow is blocked to 

vehicles. The section of Shields Road immediately to the south of this carries very little 

traffic. The effects of this seem to be felt on several streets to the south of the closure. It is 

legally allowed (according to signage) to cycle over the footway here to use a toucan 

crossing, accessing a traffic free roadside cycle track on the continuation of Shields Road to 

the north.  

 

2. Additional pedestrian paths 
 

In many locations we encountered a streetscape built in the 20th century which intentionally 

tried to separate pedestrians from motor vehicles (‘Radburn’ style developments are the 

best-known example). More recently it has been understood that these designs prioritised 

vehicle use (and create a range of other problems). However as part of this design some of 

the smallest streets were built to ensure they carried little traffic, and pedestrian cut-through 

paths were often provided. This permeability means that sometimes very local journeys are 

made easier, perhaps to a school, park, or a local shop. 

Examples 

Around Radnor Street, Radnor Park, Glasgow, the main pedestrian-only route between a set 

of tower blocks and the local shopping street appeared to be well used. 
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3. Streets significantly improved for pedestrians 
 

We came across a small number of individual streets which have been very significantly 

modified in order to control vehicle speeds or parking, or to support pedestrian or resident 

use.  

Examples 

Buchannan Street in Edinburgh (outside a property) is closed to traffic in the middle of the 

length between Iona Street and Albert Street. A small square provides space and 

opportunities for social interaction – rather than the closure being achieved with bollards or 

an equivalent. 

McCulloch Street in Glasgow (around 200m from one of the properties), has been 

significantly re-modelled. This substantially narrows the carriageway and clearly marks areas 

for parking. Along the length of the street are a number of points where pedestrians can 

cross a narrowed carriageway on a level surface. 

Paisley Road West in Glasgow (a key shopping street around 150m from one property) has 

a series of streets leading north from it, where the street ends are closed to all traffic. This 

provides a 450m unbroken stretch of footway (alongside some key community shops), 

where otherwise no single stretch would have been greater than around 150m.  

 

4. Living near car-oriented shopping 
 

While we’ve noted issues above with facilities built primarily for access by car, we did find 

locations where those living near such facilities benefitted from their presence. This was 

particularly true where pedestrian access had been properly considered, or at least enabled.  

Examples 

In Clydebank the large ‘Clyde Shopping Centre’ is focused on a large car-park and vehicular 

access from the A814. However, customers on foot arriving from the area near Singer 

railway station have a relatively welcoming pedestrian access available.  

We noted that customers arriving on foot from many other directions experience less of a 

welcome.  

 

5. Cycling on traffic-free paths 
 

It seems that cycling in public parks is now well accepted, facilitated by Scottish access 

legislation.  

It is normal to expect that a path through a park can be used as part of a journey on a 

bicycle, although possibly with steps, gates, mud, puddles and kerbs to negotiate. It is also 

now common to find that the routes of old railways, or canal towpaths, carry a path which 

was built to support cycling (and walking).  
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Examples 

In Edinburgh there are a set of paths to the north (and west) of the city centre, built on the 

routes of old railways. These pass within around 300m of two of the properties and they are 

extensive enough to be used for parts of some utility journeys. Some paths approach within 

1km of the city centre, and it is clear that they are well used.  

 

6. Cycle parking 
 

There are still many locations where places to park bicycles are lacking, but is now far more 

common to find bicycle parking provided at key destinations, and even outside some 

residential property. 

Examples 

The two large supermarkets near the properties we investigated in Leith had bicycle parking 

outside. In both cases this could have been in a better location, but it was relatively obvious 

and in a relatively good condition. 

 

7. Cumulative value of cycle infrastructure 
 

In practical terms we note that the cumulative effect of an increase in infrastructure for 

cycling, even where quality isn’t high, is that those prepared to cycle on current streets can 

access a degree of support for some sections of their journeys.  

Examples 

A section of National Cycle Network route 7 passes within 200 metres of a property in 

Cessnock, Glasgow. Signs lead through quieter streets to some short sections of a higher 

quality, protected cycle track, and a set of crossings and footways. Although the footways 

are shared with pedestrians who might be disadvantaged, they do make it possible to reach 

bridges over the river Clyde without cycling on busier sections of carriageway. 

The ‘South West City Way’ in Glasgow begins near another set of properties. 

Notwithstanding some issues (noted in the individual property review) this route does 

effectively protect people on bicycles from traffic on a journey approaching fairly close to 

Glasgow Central Station. 

 


